Circuit Trail through the Woods

- Follow numbered-markers on map as indicated, in counter-clockwise direction
- Entire circuit is 1.8 miles
- Carry your SARA pendant: Entire trail is SARA covered
- Enjoy!
Start from Marker #2 on tree next to boats. Facing the lake, turn right
To start circuit trail, go down the path next to the lake.
Continue westward on paved path towards Marker #13 (#1 on map)
Continue towards Marker 12 or turn right for shorter path back to lake
Trail continues through woods on unpaved path
Near the end of path continue uphill towards entry road
Cross road towards Marker #12
Trail continues on your right
Start uphill over gravelly path
Towards Marker 11
Marker #11 is located across branch path to ancient grave yard
To continue circuit: veer left and follow path downhill
Continue on grassy path next to perimeter road
Then go uphill with perimeter road on your right
Boundary sign should be Marker #10
At bottom of hill, trail continues between trees marked with ribbons (Ken Lee Traverse)
Path narrows going uphill
At bottom of hill bricks mark side trail leading to Regent Forest Trail
Continue downhill to Marker #9
Left of Marker #9 look for tall hickory with sign at bottom
Marked by Forest Service: Champion Tree
Pick up grassy path on your left
Continue through the woods towards Marker #8
Marker 8: partially hidden in trees on left side of path
Go towards bridge over pond
Marker 7 is at head of bridge
Go across pond
Veer left on paved path towards Marker #6
Continue to Marker #4, skip #5
(side branch not covered by SARA)
Continue towards Marker #3
Follow path uphill to cross culvert
Turn back downhill towards woods
Go towards small bridge
Path crosses small stream
Coming out of woods turn left towards the lake
Marker #3 is at the dam
Continue towards Marker #2 to complete circuit